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Unit 2 Test Review 
 
1. Understanding the physical and human characteristics of our state.  TEXAS GEOGRAPHY 

 

2. The Exact location of a place on the Earth’s surface is called _____ABSOLUTE_________ location. 

 

3. ____ABSOLUTE_____ ____LOCATION______ is plotted using coordinates in a grid. Ex (36ºW, 93ºN) 

 

4. The location of a place in relation to other places.   RELATIVE LOCATION 

 

5. Lines that are drawn across the globe going East and West but measure North and South.   LATITUDE 

 

6. This region contains all of the Texas’ mountains and valleys. MOUNTAINS & BASINS 

 

7. This region has high, flat land. It is cooler because of the higher elevation.    GREAT PLAINS 

 

8. This region has the most rainfall in Texas. It is hot and has mild winters. COASTAL PLAINS 

 

9. This region features a landmark known as the Edwards Plateau. GREAT PLAINS 

 

10. The ___RIO____ ____GRANDE_____ River makes up most of Texas’ southern border. 

 

11.  ____GREAT PLAINS_________ a region in Texas that has flat land used for farming and ranching, as well as areas that 

contain plateaus, aquifers, the Balcones Escarpment, and oil. 

 

12. ____NORTH CENTRAL PLAINS________ a north-central region of Texas with rolling prairies and grasslands and 

abundant natural resources. Home to the Tonkawa and Wichita Native groups. 

 

13. ____MOUNTAINS & BASINS_________ region of Texas that can be characterized by mountainous terrain, a very dry 

climate, and contains canyons and basins 

 

14.  ____COASTAL PLAINS_________ Eastern most region of Texas that extends along the whole coastline of Texas. It is the 

most populated region, receives the most annual precipitation, and thus is the most humid. 

 

15. The Caddo Native Americans had a very advanced agriculture system known as ___CROP_________ 

________ROTATION___________ where they would grow different crops each season on the same plot of land. 

 

16. The ______KARANKAWA________________ Native Americans lived along the coast line of Texas in the Coastal Plains 

region. They hunted Sea Turtles! 

 

17. The ______WICHITA______________ Native Americans were a sedentary tribe that lived in the North Central Plains and 

were often called “raccoon eyes” because of their tattoos under their eyes. 

 

18. The _______PRECONTACT_____________ Era can be described as the time period before Europeans arrived to the 

Americas. 

 

19. The state of Texas is divided into four ______REGIONS____________ based on Texas’ climate, landforms and physical 

geography. 

 

20. The ______JUMANO__________ Native Americans lived in the Mountains and Basins region of Texas. They were 

sedentary and lived in permanent homes made of Adobe. 


